
 

VYTAUTAS V.
LANDSBERGIS



Vytautas V. Landsbergis is one

of Lithuania’s leading authors

of children’s books in addition

to being a screenplay author

and film and theatre director. 



V. V. Landsbergis

was born in Vilnius in 1962. and studied

philology in his native town as well as directing

in Tbilisi, Georgia. 

He founded a production company and has

since made over twenty documentaries and

fictional dramas.

 



Vytautas V. Landsbergis is most

well known for his writings for

children.

 
He has published – to great acclaim – prose, poetry

and plays, which he has adapted for the stage in

Lithuania.

 His books are not simply entertaining, humorous,

adventure stories, but the author also tries to impart

eternal values to the young generation – love,

mercy, social responsibility, and the desire to

develop individual personality.



Landsbergis belongs to a generation of young

writers from the Baltic states who are confident

enough of a child’s intellectual ability to adopt an

experimental method of narration rather than a

teacherly stance.

 Books' universal spirit is the reason

why people of all ages enjoy these

books.

 



Vytautas V. Landsbergis’s

is nominated to Astrid

Lindgren Memorial Award

(2008).

 



Outstanding artists illustrate the author’s books, and they are

currently being translated into other languages. They are also

presented in international book fairs.

 

 

Additionally, Vytautas V. Landsbergis records most of

his books onto compact discs, combining the stories with

songs. He and other Lithuanian directors have presented

many performances for children based on those records.  



The Love of Dominic
the Horse



The Love of Dominic
the Horse

is probably the most famous book by the children’s author V. V.

Landsbergis both in Lithuania and abroad. This philosophical

allegory tells about playful love between a white horse and a blue

cornflower, their painful separation in autumn and her unexpected

resurrection in spring. It is a universal tale about eternal love

favoured by children and grown-ups alike.

 



In 2004, it was

elected the book

of the year in

Lithuania.

 



Tales of the Little

Brownnoser

The volume of short stories

»Rudnosiuko istorijos«  was

named best Lithuanian

children’s book of the year

in 1995

 



In his volume of short stories

»Obuolių Pasakos« Landsbergis

presents a curious and bizarre

fairytale spun around two friends

who are apples, Anton and Peter,

who embark on a journey across

time, starting with Adam and Eve,

across the Middle Ages until

Armageddon. 

 

APPLE TALES



OTHER BOOKS

ANGELS’ 

TALES

LITTLE 

MOUSE ZITA

LAZYBONES’

FAIRY-TALES



OTHER BOOKS

EGG FAIRY-

TALES

MOOSE 

EUGENE

JULIA‘S 

DREAMS



https://www.youtube.com/watch?

v=oVm22LOXPL8

 

Links 

http://www.vvl.lt/lt

https://www.pakartot.lt/album/obuoliu

-pasakos

 


